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Abstract. The multivariate statistical method of Fisher discriminant analysis is applied to safety 

evaluation, through the analysis of the original data, the assessment process, built up to reflect the 

evaluated object security status of evaluation function model, so as to simplify the subsequent similar 

evaluation target workload. The two mine in south of a mining enterprise subordinate to the 

environmental conditions in six integrated index evaluation, comprehensive index function model is 

established, finally, the Fisher discrimination obtained results with Bayesian discriminant obtained 

results, the correctness of the model is verified that the model reliability is high, and simple and 

practical. 

Introduction 

Discriminant analysis is in the known research object is divided into several types and has 

achieved a number of various types of a number of known samples of observations based on, 

according to certain criteria and establish discriminant and samples of unknown type were 

discriminant analysis.
[1]

Fisher discriminant is used for safety evaluation, the original evaluation 

object to establish a discriminant function, in order to simplify the subsequent similar evaluation, to 

reduce the workload, to achieve the purpose of rapid safety evaluation of similar issues. In order to 

verify the accuracy of the discriminant function, compared with the results of Bayesian discriminant, 

the results are reliable and practical. 

Fisher Discriminant Principle 

Discriminant analysis is refers to the pre-established criteria and establish discriminant function 

classification of known, unknown classification of individual observations are substituted into the 

corresponding variables. According to the criteria (such as function value is greater than a certain 

value) to classify an unknown individual should belong to the known classification in which a method 

of judging the.
[2]
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Fisher discriminant basic idea: in order to overcome due to the high dimension caused by the 

"Curse of dimensionality", high-dimensional data points are projected to low dimensional space 

(such as one-dimensional, which can achieve data intensive. Fisher discriminant analysis method is 

based on the number of existing observations of the number of features (discriminant factor) to 

identify new samples, to determine the properties of the forecast analysis method.
[3]

Because of the 

discrimination method of the original data distribution has no special requirements, so it is very 

suitable to do not know in advance the distribution of sample, and can consider the various factors 

affecting the comprehensive judgment. 

Multi overall Fisher discriminantfunction 

Assume that there are generalincluding   ,…,  ,  ,  ,…   are the sample numbers. 
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In more general conditions,sum of squares between groups       ,between Group Sum of 

Squares       . Formula (3) and formula (4) respectively represent the difference between groups 

and within group difference. 
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Fisher criterion is to select the coefficient vector  , so that the objective function     
  

  
to 

achieve maximum value.For the sake of maximum value,according to the necessary condition for the 
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existence of an extremal,so
  

  
  ,        ,  and   is exactly the eigenvector corresponding 

generalized characteristics of ,   matrix and the root. 

                                                                  (5) 

The largest eigenvalue of     is obtained from the root    and the corresponding feature vector 

  , then the first discriminant function is      
        

 
   .In the same way, other discriminant 

function     
        ， ，    ，       , including non-zero characteristic root 

      ，    ，  ,corresponding to the characteristic vector of   ，  ，    ，       . 

The greater the characteristic function is, the stronger the ability of discriminant function is 

stronger. Discriminant function from   to  discriminant abilitygradually weakened, the cumulative 

discriminant ability of the former m discriminant function is the formula (6). 

        
    

   
 
   

   
 
   

    ，    ，                                         (6) 

After thediscriminant function is established,the classification of the test samples should be 

treated.The first discriminant function of the discriminant ability to a certain extent, can be calculated 

for each type of  .  
   ，  

   ，    ，  
   

from re ranking as                   , between    and 

      get the demarcation point according to the number of two adjacent weighted average as formula 

(7).If the sample  makes    ，         ，   ,     .
[4]

 

  ，    
               

     
    ，    ，                                        (7) 

Two general Fisher discriminant 

N is a d dimension samples,   ，  ，    ，  ，of which    belonged to the    sample as a 

subset of   ,  belong to the sample of  ,recorded as  .All kinds of sample mean vector, such as the 

formula (8).In the sample class, the dispersion matrix    and the total class scatter matrix    are (9) 

and(10) respectively.In addition,scatter matrix between samplesis expressed by the formula (11).
[5]
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                                                          (10) 

                 
                                       (11) 

Establish discriminant, and determine the critical value of  . 

         
   

                                               (12) 

   
    

        
   

     
                                                (13) 

Criteria for: given a new data      ，  ，    ，   
 
 to the set of the discriminant function to 

get the results labeled as  .If     ,     ,otherwise,     .If           ,it is the criteriathat  

  ,     , otherwise    .
[6]

 

Constructing Evaluation Function and Discriminant Analysis 

A Southern Mining Group, carries out the evaluation of the factors of its subordinate enterprises 

of the two mine environmental conditions, according to previous experience and the characteristics of 

coal mine in the south, take the evaluation factors:   ,roadway passing rate(%);  , dust 

concentration        ; x 3, ambient temperature    ; x 4, wind speed (m/s); x 5, roadway 

minimum pedestrian width (m); x 6, roadway minimum pedestrian height (m).The original data 

(using the scoring method) and the index system of the 6 comprehensive indexes were evaluated in 

the table 1~ table 8.
[7]

 

Table1Pass Rate of roadway (%) 

Index >95 90~95 85~90 80~85 <80 

Level 5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 

 

Table2Dust Concentration        

Index <4 4~6 6~8 8~10 >10 

Level 5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 
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Table 3  Ambient Temperature    

Index 18~22 22~24 24~26 26~28 >28 

Level 5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 

 

Table 4  Wind Speed (m/s) 

Index 2.5~3.5 2~2.5 1.5~2 1.5~1 <1 

Level 5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 

 

Table 5Minimum Pedestrian Width of roadway (m) 

Index >1.2 1.1~1.2 1~1.1 0.8~1.0 <0.8 

Level 5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 

 

Table6  Minimum Pedestrian Height (m) 

Index >1.8 1.6~1.8 1.4~1.6 1.2~1.4 <1.2 

Level 5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 

 

Table7Level of Safety Evaluation 

Level 1 2 3 4 5 

Content Unsafe Less secure 
General 

security 
More secure Safety 

 

Table 8Raw Data 

Data 

Grube 

Number 
                  E(*) 

1 94.87 4.03 23.1 2.01 1.17 1.79 4 

2 93.15 5.35 22.7 2.32 1.19 1.72 4 
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3 91.57 4.89 22.2 2.21 1.13 1.68 4 

4 90.78 5.87 23.8 2.48 1.10 1.60 4 

5 91.45 4.55 22.9 2.23 1.14 1.67 4 

6 92.67 4.70 23.0 2.42 1.13 1.70 4 

7 85.10 6.87 25.2 1.63 1.09 1.59 3 

8 86.54 7.91 24.0 1.75 1.00 1.41 3 

9 87.69 6.17 25.9 1.98 1.05 1.47 3 

10 89.34 7.32 24.3 1.55 1.07 1.52 3 

11 87.77 7.12 25.1 1.67 1.03 1.46 3 

12 86.67 7.23 25.3 1.72 1.05 1.48 3 

Using two general Fisher discriminant model and principle, the calculation is as follows: 

(1) Calculate the two kinds of security evaluation level mean and covariance matrix 
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(21) 

(2) Obtaining the coefficients of Fisher discriminant function by using          
   

   .The 

coefficients are   ，  ，  ，  ，  ，  ,then we can get  

                                                             

             

See Table 9 for the discrimination data. 

Table 9Grubeto be evaluated 

Samples 

to be 

evaluated 

Grube 

Number 
                  

Evaluation 

Result 

1 85.54 7.12 25.3 1.67 1.15 1.37  

2 91.57 5.39 23.1 2.11 1.13 1.58  

(3) According to the data of two not evaluated,determine the critical value of  and classify samples. 
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                   ,                   ,   
    

        
   

     
              

Discriminant results are shown in Table 10. 

Table 10  DiscriminantResult 

Number y Result 

1 10078904.399 3 

2 10304476.942 4 

Comparative Analysis 

The evaluation model is established by using Bayesian discriminant analysis to evaluate the 2 

mines: 

                                                                   

         

                                                                   

          

The evaluation results are shown in Table 11. 

Table 11  BayesDiscriminant Results 

Samples 

to be 

evaluated 

Grube 

Number 
                  

Evaluation 

Result 

1 85.54 7.12 25.3 1.67 1.15 1.37 3 

2 91.57 5.39 23.1 2.11 1.13 1.58 4 

The obtained results were compared with theresults of Bayesian discriminant,the results were 

consistent,and the evaluation model established by Fischer discriminant function was safe and 

reliable. 

In summary,Fisher discriminant method is based on the more rigorous statistical classification 

theory, when the training samples for a long time, it is expected to achieve more accurate 

classification results.
[8]

Analysis to establish the evaluation function model is suitable for the use of 
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Fisher discriminant method is simple and reliable. In the safety assessment of the application of 

Fisher discriminant analysis not only simplify the problem, can also be used for simple safety 

evaluation, for the establishment of different characteristics, regional characteristics of different 

evaluation function is different, in use should be closely combined with the actual situation, after the 

establishment of the model should be continuously updated optimization model, makes the results 

more reliable and effective. 
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